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General 
 
The objective of this project is to create a digital form of ecological data collected on the 
WESBOGY plots establish in the Dawson Creek TSA.  The data collection platform is based on the 
Alberta system of ecological classification.  This system was chosen in order to standardise the data 
across all installations.  Every province has their own system and is different from each other, so the 
first challenge is to learn the Alberta system.  Challenge number two is to create a digital reporting 
form that will display the data effectively.  There are various software programs available, most very 
cumbersome; WESBOGY has opted to go with a tabular style.  This was originally created in 
Access which I found very difficult to use.  I opted for the Excel version.  The system seems to work 
alright I made a few changes which are summarised below; mostly there is too much detail.  Nobody 
will be collecting the carbonate level of mottles in the parent material; this is a laboratory procedure 
and is far beyond the scope of site description.  Many of the headers used in the various tables 
should be eliminated.  There are four tables to be completed.  Generally the tables are to be filled out 
for each mensuration plot.  This is far too much work, I have 6 ecological plots installed and 
therefore filled out the tables for each of the eco plots, then provided an additional table which 
correlates the mensuration plot with the eco plot. 
 

Site Description 
This table works OK; I opted to fill out for every mensuration plot (the only table I did this for).  I 
suggest standardising the location platform to UTM WPS84 and eliminate 8 columns, this is the 
standard GPS format.  These columns were not available, I added them in my table.  Map sheets and 
air photos are not useful as they are based on different systems from province to province.  The 
biggest over site here is the lack of actual site nomenclature, there is no header for the site number.  
In the Alberta system this is “Guide Book” / “Ecosite” / Ecosite Phase” / “Comm. Type”.  I added 
these columns at the end of the table. 
 

 
 
 



Soil Horizon Description 
This table was filled out by eco plot and by organic/mineral horizon layer, known as level.  This is 
the first problem with this table.  The levels on the cards are repeated for mineral and organic ie: 
there is no differentiation.  I entered them sequentially ie: 3 organic and 3 mineral layers numbered 
1-6.  Differentiation is covered off in the next column HORIZ, which indicates mineral or organic ie: 
“A”.   
There are some extraneous columns here; secondary Munsell colours by layer are not required. 
 
 

Soil Description 
This table is a general soil descriptor and is only marred by what I think is terminology.  It asks to 
describe parent materials, not just 1 but 3 of them, this is highly irregular since it is rare to even 
hand dig to the parent material.  Besides, we should only be concerned with describing soils within 
the control section or the effective rooting zone.  These are the horizons which affect growth.  I 
filled out one row per eco plot of this table as best I could.  The humus form codes in the reference 
material were, odd.  I did not find any of my humus forms in the coding, so I simply wrote in the 
name ie: MORMODER.  Under the header “PM_1” I entered  terrain classification, surficial 
materials, ie: LG = glaciolacustrine.  I changed header “DEPTH-1” to PIT DEPTH 1 to indicate the 
depth excavated to from the top of the mineral interface. One important column is missing here that 
is DRAINAGE, I added it to the end of the table.  Again many columns could be eliminated as they 
refer to lab testing ie: carbonates and salinity.   
 

Vegetation Species 
This table is a good case for entering by eco plot and not mensuration plot as it would be almost 
8000 rows in total.  There needs to be a standardised system of nomenclature as well as strata 
designation.  There are a few out there the manual refers to an Alberta agricultural listing from 
1993, surely we can do better than that  !  The manual describes CORNCAN as a shrub …. this is 
just plain wrong or outdated.  I entered all plant codes and strata based on the BC system, for 
consistency reasons.  Data on distribution and vigour were not collected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


